CORALLINESOCIETY
OF LINDENWOOD.

Programme of Entertainment.

Part First.

INSTRUMENTAL DUETT........Misses Fulton and Jewell
VOCAL SOLO......................Miss Timpkin
TRIAL OF CONSTANCE DE BEVERLY.......Miss Fulton
VOCAL SOLO—"THE SERENADE"........Miss Carpenter
SCENE FROM MARTIN CHUZZLEWIT........Misses
        Minor and Rankin and Mr. Granger

Part Second.

VOCAL TRIO.......Misses Chevalier, Carpenter and Keith
SHAKSPERIAN READING FROM MACBETH.....Misses
        Honey, Burgess and Jones
ANGELS OF BUENA VISTA..................Miss Scroggs
VOCAL SOLO (by special request).......Miss Katie Copp. of
        St. Louis
PARODY—"THE BELLS"—(Composed by Miss Sheppard)—
        Recited by Miss Nixon
INSTRUMENTAL SOLO......................Miss Fulton
SCENE FROM HENRY VIII.....Misses Cheffey, Graham,
        Helpenstein, Mitchell, Barks, and others